FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Contact Lillian Shupe (908) 892-3255 or lrshupe@frontiernet.net
RARITAN TWP., N.J. — Team Velvet Inc. has released a new video, “Team Velvet, Inc. Visits The
Happy Horse Hat Shop.”
In the program, therapy horses Velvet, Precious and Little Annie partner with Psychologist/Director, Dr.
Susan Edwards to provide non-mounted horse therapy and increase resiliency in children who have
experienced profound loss (death of a loved one, disfigurement by an accident, witnessing or being
victimized by violence). If left unaddressed, child trauma may cause flashbacks and severe
psychological damage.
In-person therapy sessions were put on hold because of stay-at-home orders. By turning to video,
Velvet, Precious and Little Annie can reach even more children at home in a unique way.
In the new video, the horses go to a horse hat shop which sparks their imaginations and provides some
smiles to the viewers.
“We made this video at the suggestion of a child who wanted a video that could make kids laugh,” Dr.
Edwards explained. “We also wanted to show that play and imagination can provide a positive way to
relieve stress.”
Dr. Edwards wrote the script and the videos were produced by Team Velvet, Inc. Board Member, Lillian
Shupe.
Team Velvet, Inc. previously released two videos to help children deal with the stress of the pandemic.
All three videos are now posted on the Team Velvet website www.teamvelvet.com where a new section
of the website is dedicated to the COVID-19 response.
About Team Velvet, Inc.
In this non-mounted therapy children do not ride the horses but may participate in interactive games
(like kick a soccer ball) while working toward treatment goals like increased self-confidence, resiliency,
or emotional healing after traumatic loss.
“Our horses work in the arena of a child’s heart,” said psychologist/director Dr. Susan Edwards. “Print
and video media make that arena larger.” For more information see www.teamvelvet.com or call Dr.

Edwards at 609-924-4330 to refer a child. Team Velvet, Inc., an all-volunteer organization totally
funded by grants and donations, continues to seek a program benefactor for increased sustainability and
providing a legacy into the future.

